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Jarbas Lopes, who lives just outside Rio de Janeiro, works across mediums - sculpture, drawing and music 
being his most frequently employed modes of operation. His works are often produced collaboratively, 
frequently with his own children as co-authors or in collaboration with local communities. In his function of 
artist as social engineer, I would put him on par with Kippenberger or Beuys who equally fostered 
relationships with a myriad of collaborators, albeit foremost in West Germany.  

Inherent to Lopes practice is his critique of contemporary politics, inequality in Brazil’s society and the 
failures of environmental safeguarding. In his ongoing series O debate, Lopes manifests the exchangeability 
of political characters that live far removed from real concerns of simple people. O debate is manipulating 
found election campaign posters of political candidates for the Brazilian elections. Reminiscent to craft 
practice Lopes cuts the plastic posters in slices and strengthens them with a felt material. By then weaving 
two posters of opposing candidates together, he comments on Brazilian governmental politics and the 
apparent lack of choice for the voting public. This body of works has now been extended to foreign 
politicians and, with his most recent exhibition at Jack Tilton gallery in New York, Lopes also introduces US 
faces. Besides these carpet like works the artist has developed a vast series of drawings often accompanying 
larger projects or serving as sketches for ideas or comments on socio-political currents.  

Many of the artist’s projects take art to the streets, thus creating an exchange with local populations. When I 
met Jarbas Lopes in 2003 in London, he was participating in a residency and in the subsequent exhibition 
„Gambiarra New Art from Brazil“ at Gasworks gallery, showing Barraca DEEGRACA (1998). This shed 
consists of cheap plastic material commonly called ‘faixas’, found in the Baixada Fluminese region near Rio 
de Janeiro. It is often hand painted and used to announce cultural events, mostly concerts. Making again use 
of a weaving technique, Lopes employed the source material to create an architectural structure. Activated 
with fellow musicians the artist then turns the banners bygone promise, the advertised concert, into a real 
event.  

At the beginning of the new millennium Lopes’ work gained a new dynamic and the artist developed a series 
of processional pieces. For Troca-Troca (2002) Lopes bought three beetle cars of different colors in Austin, 
Nova Iguacu and Duque de Caxias. Brazil began to manufacture the vehicle for the prosperous in 1959, 
before it became popular and accessible to the working classes, also because the beetle is easy to fix. After 
purchase Lopes began swapping parts between the red, blue and yellow beetles and connected their sound 
systems. The cars were then taken on a journey by Lopes together with fellow artists Marssares, Ducha, 
Aimbere, Sergio da Torre, Leo, Jorge Melodia and Luis Andrade from the outskirts of Rio de Janeiro to the 
Southern city of Curitiba, where the group arrived for an exhibition opening at the Museum of 
Contemporary Art. As an ensemble the beetle cars and the sound systems would create mobile installation 
wherever the traveling group was on the road or made a stop. Troca-Troca represented a possibility for the 
group to work together but also to get away from their daily business and go on a road trip, with the journey 
itself as the main objective. A diary also forms part of the trip. 

When invited by Lisette Lagnado to propose a project for the 27th Biennial in São Paulo in 2006, entitled 
Como viver junto (How to Live together), Lopes proposed to collaborate with his fellow artist Roosevelt 
whose family owned a boat in the Amazon river region. Similar to previous projects Lopes’ was to invite a 
dozen or so fellow artists and set of on a month long expedition through the Amazon River from Manaus to 
Belem. Upon arrival in São Paulo, the group celebrated with a party at Jardim Miriam Arte Clube, a 
community art project run by Monica Nador in a city suburb. Remnants from the journey such as crocodile 
meat, a makeshift tent, leafs, snapshots and a slide projection were exhibited in the Biennial exhibition in 
Ibirapuera parque relaying the spirit from the journey to the principal exhibition. 

The last project I can introduce here is a signature piece of Lopes, the futuristic proposal Ciclovia Aérea, an 
imaginary aerial bikeway that offers a poetic alternative to the motorway. The Ciclovia Aérea as utopia, 
where transportation issues of the citizens are realized in a less polluting and aggressive fashion, consists as 
prototype highline sculpture, in drawings, in a series of hand ornamented bicycles, as text manifest with Luis 
Andrade and in song form by Jorge Melodia. For Lopes the Ciclovia Aérea improves the communication 
between individuals, enhances fitness and saves the environment. After initial presentations in his 
hometown, Lopes accepted a recent invitation from the Arizona State University Art Museum to present 
Ciclovia Aérea and organized a month long bicycle repair shop that extended into a social studies 
experiment.  

	  


